Carver Middle IB World School
7 grade Summer Reading Assignment
th

Hello Eagle Parents and Students! Can you believe 7th grade is just around the corner? In
preparation, you will find all the information you need to successfully complete your first
English-Language Arts assignment over the summer. Within this packet, you will find a list of
engaging and well-written stories that represent a variety of genres as well as the summer
assignment instructions for incoming 7th graders.
While we endeavor to choose books that are representative of appropriate content, age
level, and maturity, we recommend each family research the suggested selections. You may find
sites such as www.squeakycleanreviews.com, or www.commonsensemedia.org, helpful as you
discern the best publications for Students.
Hints:
● If you borrow a book from the library, return it on time so others can
also read it.
● Involve your parents! They will want to know what your assignment
is and what book you have selected. They can also help you meet the
deadline.
● Remember that reading is a great “everyday” activity!
● Join our Google Classroom and follow us on Facebook or Instagram
(theofficial_cmsdelray) to contact us and stay connected!
classroom.google.com Code: megu43d
● If you lose your assignment or book list over the summer, check out
our website, https://crvm.palmbeachschools.org/, for an electronic
copy.
● Enjoy your book, and remember you can read as many books as you
want!

SUMMER ASSIGNMENT and READING LIST for NEW 7TH GRADERS
The Assignment:
● Each IB Choice/Advanced Language Arts/AVID student will read two (2)
books, one to be selected from the 2021-2022 Grades 6-8 Sunshine State Young
Readers Award book list (link), and the other is student’s choice as long as it is
grade level appropriate. This should not be a previously read book. Upon returning
to school in August, students will complete a Reading Counts Quiz for selected
readings.
● All other students will choose one (1) book from either the list of suggested
titles below, the 2021-2022 Grades 6-8 Sunshine State Young Readers Award book
list (link), or any other title as long as it is grade level appropriate. This should not
be a previously read book. Upon returning to school in August, students will
complete a Reading Counts Quiz for selected readings.
● For EVERY student: The Reading Counts component will count as a quiz
grade, and the written component will count as an extra credit assignment for the
1st nine-weeks. ALL EXTRA CREDIT READING JOURNALS ARE DUE to
your Language Arts teacher no later than Friday, August 20, 2021.
EXTRA CREDIT RESPONSE Instructions:
1. Read the book(s) of your choosing from the appropriate list.
2. Divide your novel into four (4) equal sections. Choose one meaningful passage
from each of the 4 sections of your novel. Quote it and write the page number of
the passage, e.g. Your book has 240 pages … 240/4= 60. This example shows that
you should write a response every 60 pages.
3. Next, use each selected response below to give your personal insight (NOT a
summary) for each of the four passages. Provide a word count at the end of your
response. You may use each of the following prompt responses only once so you
can demonstrate your understanding in a variety of ways.
Prompt Responses:
A. This passage is important because…
B. This passage reveals the character’s…
C. This passage fits with the book as a whole since…
D. Kids my age can relate to this quote because…
E. This excerpt makes me feel (angry/sympathetic/confused etc.)
because…
F. This character reminds me of…
G. This character exhibits the quality of courage
(honesty, etc.) … H. The point the author wants to make
here is…

I. I have felt the same emotions as this character when…
J. The author uses the literary device of (imagery/symbolism/theme
etc.)…
K. This setting is significant because…
L. I agree/disagree with this character’s decision because…
M. This is exciting /boring because…
N. The author does a good/bad job of…
Each response should be no less than 50 words in length.
IB Choice/Advanced Language Arts/AVID students will have a total of eight (8)
entries.
All other students will have a total of four (4) entries.
4. Include a cover page with your name, the book’s title, the book’s author,
and the book’s total page count.
5. Complete the Reading Counts quiz for your selection(s) once school begins.
See your Language Arts teacher for more information.

Example Journal Entry:
Passage 1
“Fire swamps are, of course, entirely misnamed…Simply, there are swamps which
contain a large percentage of sulfur and other gas bubbles that burst continually into
flame. They are covered with lush giant trees that shadow the ground, making the
flame bursts seems particularly dramatic. Because they are dark, they are almost
always quite moist, thereby attracting the standard insect and alligator community
that prefers a moist climate” (page 199).
Response:
The author uses the literary device of imagery in this passage as he describes the
fire swamps. The writing is so powerful that I could see in my mind a huge, dark
swamp like something out of a fairy tale, only with jets of flames popping up. The
author does a great job of describing the swamps and why they were such a terror
to Florin and Guilder. (64 words)

List of Suggested Titles
The Maze Runner

Dashner, James

Homecoming

Voight, Cynthia

The Girl who Drank The Moon

Barnhill, Kelly

Crossover

Alexander, Kwame

Fever, 1793

Anderson, Laurie

Crispin: The Cross of Lead

Avi

Twenty and Ten

Bishop, Claire Huchet

As Brave as You

Reynolds, Jason

The Secret Garden

Burnett, Francis

Door in the Wall

De Angeli, Marguerite

Carver, a life in poems

Nelson, Marilyn

Clayton Byrd goes underground

Williams-Garcia, Rita

The Color of my Words

Joseph, Lynn

Understood Betsy

Fisher, Dorothy Canfield

Dragon Slippers

George, J.D.

A Father’s Promise

Hess, Donna Lynn

A Murder for Her Majesty

Hilgartner, Beth

Alex Rider series

Horowitz, Anthony

Marlfox or Redwall series

Jacques, Brian

The Book Thief

Zusak, Markus

A Snicker of Magic

Lloyd, Natalie

Rascal

North, Sterling

The Black Pearl

O’Dell, Scott

Summer in the City

Hyman, Fracaswell

Bridge to Terabithia

Paterson, Katherine

The Light in the Forest

Richter, Conrad

Esperanza Rising

Ryan, Pam Munoz

Holes

Sachar, Louis

The Dragon Warrior

Zhao, Katie

The Jumbies

Baptiste, Tracy

The Gauntlet

Riazi, Karuna

Invention of Hugo

Cabret Selznick, Brian

What the Night Sings

Stamper, Vesper

One Crazy Summer

Williams-Garcia, Rita

Hidden: A Child’s Story of the Holocaust

Dauvillier ,Loïc

Maniac Magee

Spinelli, Jerry

Sunny

Reynolds, Jason

The Parker Inheritance

Johnson, Varian

Joni: An Unforgettable Story

Tada, Joni Eareckson

Amos Fortune, Free Man

Yates, Elizabeth

The Stars Beneath Our Feet

Moore, David Barclay

Stef Soto, Taco Queen

Torres, Jennifer

Front Desk

Yang, Kelly

The Last Last-Day-of-Summer

Giles, Lamar

Eva Evergreen:Semi Magical Witch

Abe, Julie

Hand in Hand : Ten Black Men Who Changed America
Pinkney, Andrea Davis
Lucky Broken Girl

Behar, Ruth

Island of the Blue Dolphins

O’Dell, Scott

